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Abstract 

 
New and improved models to address the complex phenomena associated with in-vessel retention 
(IVR) were incorporated into MAAP5.01.  They include: (a) time‐dependent volatile and non‐volatile 
decay heat, (b) material properties at high temperatures, (c) finer vessel wall nodalization, (d) new 
correlations for natural convection heat transfer in the oxidic pool, (e) refined metal layer heat 
transfer to the reactor vessel wall and surroundings, (f) formation of a heavy metal layer, and (g) 
insulation cooling channel model and associated ex-vessel heat transfer and critical heat flux 
correlations.  In this paper, the new and improved models in MAAP5.01 are described and sample 
calculation results are presented for the AP1000® passive plant.  For the IVR evaluation, a transient 
calculation is useful because the timing of corium relocation, decaying heat load, and formation of 
separate layers in the lower plenum all affect integrity of the lower head.  The key parameters 
affecting the IVR success are the metal layer emissivity and thickness of the top metal layer, which 
depends on the amount of steel in the oxidic pool and in the heavy metal layer.  With the best estimate 
inputs for the debris mixing parameters in a conservative IVR scenario, the AP1000® plant results 
show that the maximum ex-vessel heat flux to CHF ratio is about 0.7, which occurs before 10,000 
seconds when the decay heat is high.  The AP1000® plant results demonstrate how MAAP5.01 can be 
used to evaluate IVR and to gain insight into responses of the lower head during a severe accident. 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
The capability to retain the molten core material inside the reactor vessel during a rare event of severe 
core damage is highly desirable.  The in‐vessel retention (IVR) of core debris, where the lower head 
integrity is maintained by flooding the reactor cavity and submerging the reactor vessel, is an 
important severe accident management strategy adopted by some advanced reactor designs such as 
AP1000® and APR1400.  The success of IVR depends on the delicate balance between the decaying 
heat load in the corium pool, highly effective nucleate boiling heat transfer on the outside, radiative 
heat removal on top of the overlying metal layer, and enhanced lateral heat flow in the floating steel 
melt to the vessel wall often referred to as the heat “focusing effect”.  In addition, the formation of a 
heavy metal layer, when the unoxidized Zr in the corium reduces UO2 to U metal, may be postulated 
to remove some of the steel in the light metal layer, making the “focusing effect” worse.  Even with 
water outside, a high heat flux to vessel wall threatens integrity of the reactor vessel when the critical 
heat flux is exceeded or when the wall has thinned sufficiently due to melting.   
 
Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) is an integrated severe accident analysis code for both 
light water and heavy water reactors. The MAAP code was developed and is maintained by Fauske 
and Associates, LLC under the sponsorship of Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). The MAAP 
code calculates fuel heatup, oxidation, dissolution, and relocation to the lower plenum, formation of 
separate metal and oxide layers in the lower plenum, and the thermal and structural response of the 
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lower head. 
 
This paper describes new models and improvements made in MAAP5.01 specifically to address 
complex phenomena important for IVR.  In particular, MAAP5.01 has a three-layer corium pool 
model, so-called “MASCA” configuration proposed by Salay and Fichot (2004).  Also, the insulation 
cooling channel model was added, including heat transfer and critical heat flux (CHF) correlations 
applicable to specific insulation cooling channel types.  MAAP5.01 is used here to evaluate the IVR in 
the AP1000® passive plant as an example.  This represents one of the first integrated, transient 
calculations for evaluation of IVR.  
 
2.  General code improvements for IVR 
 
2.1  Decay Heat 
 
The decay power model in MAAP is based on ANSI-1979 (ANS, 1979).  It was compared against the 
ANSI-1994 (ANS, 1994) and ANSI-2005 (ANS, 2005) standards and was found to be nearly identical.  
The modeling of fission product decay heat has been improved in MAAP5.01 to allow for the input of 
decay power fraction curves as functions of time for each of the fission product groups.  Accurate 
modeling of the decay power distribution is important for investigating any sequence where debris 
coolability is an issue. In these sequences, the fission products that have been liberated from the core 
debris typically account for 20 to 25% of decay heat. 
 
2.2  Material Properties 
 
Material properties for steel were upgraded to the latest data from testing performed in the High 
Temperature Test Laboratory (HTTL) at the Idaho National Laboratory (INL) (Daw, Rempe & 
Knudson, 2010).  The data collected at INL marks a significant step forward in the quantification of 
high temperature properties for materials used in existing light water reactors.  Specifically, the 
materials analyzed were SA533 Grade B Class 1 low alloy steel and Stainless Steel 304.  These 
correspond to MAAP materials carbon steel and stainless steel, respectively. In MAAP5.01, density, 
thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity, and specific energy of carbon steel and stainless steel 
were improved. 
 
To accommodate uncertainty in the radiation heat transfer rate on top of the corium pool, the 
emissivity of the metal layer is made into an input parameter.  Also, the view factors for the radiation 
from the metal layer to the core barrel, and then to the cold vessel wall are considered.  
 
2.3  Lower Head Nodalization 
 
In MAAP4, the lower head wall is nodalized to 5 axial and 5 radial nodes.  In MAAP5.01, the number 
of axial nodes is user controlled and the maximum number of axial nodes is limited to 100.   In the 
IVR application, the number of axial nodes is set to 25 resulting in the node height of 0.08 to 0.09 m.   
Since the metal layer thickness is in the order of 0.3 to 0.7 m depending on reactor type, several nodes 
will be submerged by the metal layer such that the 25 axial nodes are sufficient to model the corium 
debris pool response including the metal layer heat transfer. 
 

2.4  Convective Heat Transfer Rates in Molten Pool 
 
As shown in Figure 1, MAAP assumes formation of a molten pool of oxidic core materials surrounded 
by the lower crust along the curvature of the lower head wall from bottom to the top of the pool and 
the upper crust on the top surface of the pool.  Unoxidized metals are assumed to separate from the 
molten oxidic pool and form a separated metal layer on top of the upper crust.  MAAP also assumes 
that the initially fragmented frozen debris particles remain as a particle bed on top of the metal layer.  
The heavy metal layer is formed after the whole core collapses when the oxidic pool temperature 
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exceeds the miscibility gap transition temperature.  Heat transfer in a molten corium pool is 
characterized by natural convection in a large self-heated molten pool at very high internal Rayleigh 
numbers in the neighborhood of 1016-1017.  The convective flow in such pool is highly turbulent and 
the heat flux imposed on the vessel wall varies greatly over the azimuthal angle θ.  The heat flux is 
very low at the bottom of the pool (θ=0) and rises to substantial values at the top elevation of the pool 
(θ=90°).  In MAAP, the molten pool is represented with a single average temperature.  In  

 
 

Figure 1  Stratified layers in lower head 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2 Comparison of average Nusselt number for upward and downward heat transfer data from COPO, BALI, and ACOPO 
experiments and correlations used in MAAP5.01. 
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MAAP4, two heat transfer correlations are available to choose from: Jahn-Reineke correlation (Jahn 
and Reineke, 1974) and Bonnet correlation (Bonnet and Seiler, 1999).  In MAAP5.01, ACOPO 
correlation (Theofanous, 1997) was added.  Figure 2 shows comparison between the three correlations. 
 

2.5  Heat Transfer in the Light Metal Layer 

 
1. The model assumes formation of a metal layer over the oxidic debris bed as a consequence of 
immiscibility and density difference between fuel, structural and control materials.  The metal layer 
may naturally evolve during the melting of the steel structures by radiative heat transfer from the 
debris or by the submergence of vessel internal components in the molten debris bed.  For a molten 
metal layer, the heat transfer coefficient at the top and bottom surfaces in the molten metal layer, The 
Globe-Dropkin correlation is used. 
 
MAAP5.01 uses the Churchill and Chu (1975) correlation for the heat transfer between the metal layer 
and the reactor vessel wall, which is given by 
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for Gr > 109, where ss CS,mpT T T∆ = − .  For Gr < 109, the laminar natural convection heat transfer 
coefficient is used: 
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Note that the above metal layer to vessel wall heat transfer correlation is based on a model of uniform 
temperature throughout the melt layer, except across the thermal boundary layer within the steel melt 
at the vessel wall which represents the only thermal resistance to lateral heat transfer within the steel 
melt (Figure 3).  This model yields the non-physical trend of a monotonically increasing wall heat flux 
with decreasing steel melt layer thickness.  In MAAP5.01 the theory of steel melt layer heat transfer is 
extended to include the thermal resistances associated with both the vessel wall region and lateral-
turbulent free-convection within the central region – that is, in the cylindrically symmetric region of 
the melt layer sufficiently far from the wall.  This new model reveals the expected behavior of wall 
heat fluxes that tend toward zero as the steel melt layer thickness decreases toward zero. 
 
Figure 4 shows a sketch of a horizontal steel melt layer overlying a corium pool.  A frozen corium 
crust separates the steel melt layer from the molten corium pool.  Because of the existence of the crust 
one can assign a constant uniform heat flux qp from the corium pool to the base of the metal layer.  
The metal layer loses heat by thermal radiation off its surface to the exposed surfaces of the steel 
structure and the inner vessel wall above, all assumed to be at the melting temperature Tmp of steel. For 
a very thin layer, natural circulation plume (the cell-like structure) is effective to transfer heat in axial 
direction, but ineffective in lateral direction. This leads to assumption that thermal eddy diffusivity is 
the dominant mode for lateral heat transfer (ignore any momentum flow) and the turbulence that 
drives this diffusion is isotropic (that is, the same in the vertical and lateral directions).  
  
An empirical thermal eddy diffusivity model (correlation) for heat transfer in the axial direction has 
been developed by Cheung and Novas (1980). Given the assumption that the diffusion process is 
isotropic, eddy diffusivity in the lateral direction is assumed equal to an average in the axial direction 
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as 
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where α is thermal diffusivity, Ram is modified Rayleigh number, g, H, β, ν and k are gravity 
acceleration, thickness of the  layer, thermal expansion ratio, kinetic viscosity, and heat conductivity 
respectively. The q term in the Ram is the radiation heat flux leaving the top surface. Eventually, this 
leads to an energy equation in the lateral direction as 
 

( )p H p
H d dTr k c q q
r dr dr
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where qp is the heat flux from the corium pool to the base of the metal layer.  Zero temperature gradient 
is assumed in the center (r=0) for the above equation; boundary condition at the outer boundary (r=R) 
is given by 
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where the left hand side is the heat flux from the model; the right hand side is simply the heat flux 
from Churchill-Chu correlation.  The energy equation is solved numerically to obtain the lateral 
temperature distribution in the steel layer.  The heat flux from the steel layer to the wall is then simply 
given by the right hand side of Equation (5). 
 
For typical properties of steel, Figure 5 shows the predicted wall heat flux as a function of the steel 
melt layer thickness for qP = 1 MW m-2 and R = 2.0 m.  The lower curve is the locus of results 
obtained with the present model which incorporates the effect of eddy diffusivity.  The upper curve is 
constructed from the model without the eddy diffusivity consideration; that is, the heat flux is based on 
a uniform temperature distribution in the steel layer.  Both models agree in the thick steel melt layer 
limit.  As the steel layer becomes thinner,  the heat flux increases as expected.  However, the eddy 
diffusivity model predicts the heat flux to turn around after reaching a maximum value.  Unfortunately, 
the maximum heat flux predicted by the eddy diffusivity model is around 6 MW m-2, well above 
typical CHF, and will not help to mitigate the “focusing effect” in practice. 
 

2.6  Formation and Composition of Heavy Metal Layer 

 
During a severe accident, the corium pool formed in the lower plenum  may stratify in layers.  If most 
of zirconium (Zr) in the corium has been oxidized, the corium pool is primarily comprised of a light 
steel layer at the top and a heavy oxidic layer at the bottom. If there is significant amount of un- 
oxidized Zr present in the corium, some experiments such as RASPALV and MASCA indicate that Zr 
will reduce UO2 to elemental U. The elemental U can carry Zr and iron to form a separate heavy metal 
layer on the bottom. This phenomenon may be postulated to reduce the upper metal layer thickness 
and make the focusing effect worse.  
 
In MAAP5.01, the heavy metal layer is formed only once after the whole core has collapsed and when 
the oxidic pool temperature exceeds the miscibility gap transition temperature, a user input parameter.  
The approach used by Salay and Fichot (2004), which is based on the U-Zr-O-Fe quaternary phase 
diagram, is used to determine the composition of the heavy metal layer formed. Following 
assumptions are made in the model:  
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a) The corium pool is primarily comprised of UO2, ZrO2, Zr metal and stainless steel.  The amount of 
steel in the corum pool, as oppose to in the light metal layer, is a user input parameter.  Once the heavy 
metal is formed, the remaining steel stays in the oxidic pool; the amount of steel in the light metal 
layer is not affected and is always in deficit of the user input value.    
 

 
Figure 3 Metal layer heat transfer. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4 Microscopic Patterns in the Melting Steel Layer Heated from the Bottom 
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Figure 5 Comparisons of Present Model and the Model without Lateral Resistance 
 
b) Since the corium temperature is higher than the miscibility gap initiation temperature, the corium 
pool is partitioned into two immiscible liquids: one metallic and one oxidic. The U-Zr-O-Fe phase 
diagram determines the partitioning and is assumed to be temperature invariant. 
c) The U/Zr ratio is assumed to be same in the metallic and oxidic liquids. 
d) The tie line that goes through the point of average constituents and links two points on the 
miscibility boundary in the phase diagram is determined by the intersection of the U-Zr-Fe and U-Zr-
O planes. The fraction of iron at the intersection in the U-Zr-Fe plane is proportional to the fraction of 
Oxygen at the intersection in the U-Zr-O plane. 
 
With these assumptions and curve-fitted miscibility boundaries, Lever’s law can be applied to 
determine the constituents in the metallic and oxidic phases.  The uranium and Zr mass fractions in the 
metallic phase in the MASCA experiments are calculated using this method and compared against the 
data in Table 1.  A reasonable agreement is obtained.   
 
In MAAP5.01, the decay heat is partitioned according to the relative amount of uranium in each phase. 
Once the three distinct layers are established, heat transfer rates between the layers and the vessel wall 
ablation rates are determined.  
 

Test       Experiment        Calculated 
 XU XZr XU XZr 
MA-1 0.430 0.110 0.437 0.111 
MA-2 0.200 0.060 0.248 0.073 
MA-3 0.420 0.170 0.444 0.154 
STFM-2 0.560 0.210 0.596 0.191 
STFM-3 0.630 0.220 0.621 0.217 
STFM-4 0.530 0.190 0.564 0.196 
STFM-5 0.570 0.240 0.619 0.216 
STFM-6 0.560 0.200 0.576 0.183 
STFM-7 0.470 0.200 0.532 0.169 
STFM-8 0.000 0.000 0.070 0.017 
STFM-9 0.520 0.190 0.496 0.173 
STFM-14 0.410 0.150 0.318 0.111 
STFM-15 0.440 0.140 0.504 0.149 

 
Table 1  Comparison between calculated and measured mass fractions in metallic phase 
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2.7  Ex-Vessel Cooling Channel Model 
 
One key IVR design feature is the cooling channel between the reactor vessel wall and the insulation, 
which drives a natural circulation flow and promotes heat transfer on the vessel wall.  In MAAP5.01, a 
new model was created for the insulation cooling channel.  The model tracks the enthalpy of 
circulating water as it enters the channel at the bottom and rises along the vessel wall, receiving heat 
from the vessel wall and going through phase change until it exits through the vent at the top of the 
channel.  Starting from the bottom of the channel, mass, momentum, and energy equations are solved 
for individual channel nodes assuming quasi-steady state.  The key results of the model are the channel 
water circulation flow rate and the formation of a dryout region in the channel. 
 
For the submerged reactor vessel the ex-vessel heat transfer correlations available in MAAP5.01 are 
Rohsenow correlation (Rohsenow and Choi, 1961), Yang’s correlations for plain vessel and with 
enhanced thermal insulation (Yang et al., 2005).  For the critical heat flux (CHF), Yang’s correlations 
for plain vessel and with enhanced thermal insulation, ULPU-2000 configuration II correlation 
(Theofanous and Syri, 1997) for plain vessel, and UPLU-2000 configuration IV correlation 
(Theofanous et al., 2002) for plain vessel with curved baffle are available. 
 
3. AP1000® passive plant test case results 
 
The test case is a DVI line break with failure of gravity injection.  This is a conservative IVR scenario 
because it features a very early core melt, high decay heat and minimum zirconium oxidation.  The 
following assumptions were made: 

‐ Passive Residual Heat Removal (PRHR) is not available. 
‐ Only one of ADS 2/3 and 3 of ADS 4th stages are available. 
‐ One Core Makeup Tank (CMT) is available. 
‐ No accumulators are available. 
‐ Passive injection squib valves fail to open for gravity injection 
‐ Cavity flooding is available. 
‐ PCS water cooling is available. 
‐ In MAAP4 and previous versions of MAAP5, the metal layer consists of steel only.  In 

MAAP5.01, a user input parameter is introduced to specify the fraction of un-reacted Zr that is 
included in the metal layer.  In this study, it is assumed that all the zirconium mixes with the 
oxide and there is no Zr is in the top metal layer. 

‐ The emissivity of the metal layer is one of the key parameters that determine the metal layer 
temperature and the lateral heat transfer to the vessel wall from the metal layer.  In this study, 
the emissivity of molten stainless steel of 0.43 is assumed.  

‐ The maximum amount of steel that can participate in forming the heavy metal layer is set to 
5,000 kg.  Hence, the amount of steel in the light metal layer is reduced by 5,000 kg.  In the 
AP1000® plant design, the steel mass in the lower plenum below the thick core support plate is 
less than 5,000 kg.  Therefore, a reduction of 5,000 kg in the light metal layer is a reasonable 
assumption.     

‐ The number of axial nodes is set to 25, resulting in a node height of about 0.08 m for the 
AP1000® passive plant. 

‐ Heavy metal layer is formed after the whole core has collapsed when the oxidic pool 
temperature exeeds 2,650 K.  

The reactor scrams at 18 seconds due to the SI signal.  The ADS stage 2/3 valve is opened at 385 
seconds and the 4th stage ADS is opened at 473 seconds, leading to a rapid depressurization of RCS.  
With no injection available, the core is uncovered at 523 seconds. About 207 kg of hydrogen in 
generated in the core (21.5% of Zr oxidation).  Core material is initially relocated to lower plenum at 
2,960 seconds when the side crust of the molten core fails.  The molten debris in the lower plenum 
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contacts the lower core support plate from below and it begins to melt.  When most of the core support 
plate has melted, the core support plate fails, resulting in collapse of the entire core and the core 
shroud at around 5,100 seconds. 
 
Figure 6 shows a snapshot of the corium pool in lower plenum at 30,000 seconds.  The lighter metal 
layer sits on top of the heavier oxidic corium pool, with a thin upper crust between them.  The lower 
crust is thickest at the bottom,  where the wall heat flux is lowest.  The vessel wall is intact on the 
bottom but is melted significantly on the upper part.  For the vessel wall adjacent to the metal layer 
only about 20% of the original wall thickness remains intact and the rest has melted away.  Although 
the corium pool is significantly hotter than the metal layer, the surrounding crust provides sufficient 
thermal resistance and protects the vessel wall whereas the molten metal layer is in direct contact with 
the vessel wall.   
 
Figure 7 shows various corium levels and heights in the lower plenum.  The initial 5,000 kg of steel 
goes into the oxidic pool, participating in the heavy metal formation later on.  The subsequent steel 
delivered to the lower plenum goes into the light metal layer.  During the initial relocation to the water 
pool in lower plenum, the molten corium jet breaks up into particulates, which are quenched and form 
a particulate bed.  When water in the lower plenum dries out, the particulate bed heats up, melts, and 
rejoins the molten oxidic pool below.  In this sequence the particulates join the oxidic pool when it is 
completely submerged in the molten steel layer, causing a sudden decease in the metal layer thickness 
after 6,000 seconds   
 
At 5,470 seconds, the heavy metal layer is formed when the whole core collapses and is added to the 
oxidic pool, and the oxidic pool temperature exceeds the miscibility gap transition temperature of 
2,650 K.  Table 2 shows the composition of the heavy metal layer.  Of the initial 5,000 kg of steel in 
the oxidic pool, a user input, 4,172 kg becomes part of the heavy metal layer.  The remaining 828 kg 
stays in the oxidic pool. 
  

 
Component Mass (kg) 

U 9,729 
UO2 992 
Zr 2,616 

ZrO2 0 
Steel 4,172 
Total 17,510 

 
Table 2  Composition of the Heavy Metal Layer 

 
At 30,000 seconds, the thickness of top light metal layer is about 0.73 m while the level of bottom 
heavy metal layer is about 0.6 m. 
 
Figure 8 shows the temperatures of various components in the lower plenum.  At 30,000 seconds, the 
oxidic pool and heavy metal layer temperature is about 2,650 K and the light metal layer temperature 
is about 1,930 K.  Figure 9 shows the radial temperature profile in the bottom vessel wall node.  It 
spans from 400 K at the outer surface to 1,340 K at the inner surface.  For the bottom node the entire 
wall thickness remains intact.  Figure 10 shows the radial temperature profiles in the upper vessel wall 
node adjacent to the light metal layer.  The temperature gradient in the wall becomes steeper as the 
wall becomes thinner due to melting.  Near the light metal layer a wall thickness as thin as 2.67 cm is 
predicted.  
 
Figure 11 shows heat balance in the debris bed in lower plenum.  It confirms approximate energy 
balance between the decay heat and the downward, sideward, and upward heat loses.  About the same 
amount of heat is removed sideward in the light metal layer as downward in the oxidic pool.  Figures 
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12 and 13 show the heat fluxes and the heat flux to CHF ratios on the ex-vessel wall.  The peak heat 
flux of about 1.4 MW/m2 occurs at vessel wall nodes 23 to 25.  The corresponding heat flux to CHF 
ratio is below 0.73.  When the vessel wall is initially submerged by cavity flooding, the heat flux to 
CHF ratio briefly reaches 0.8.  
 
The MAAP5.01 creep model  is identical to the MAAP4 creep model, which is based on stress rupture 
test data.  The model gives the time-to-fail for a given stress and temperature combination, and is 
normally correlated in terms of the Larson-Miller parameter (LMP).  When the model is applied to 
predict creep failure of the reactor vessel lower head, where there is a significant temperature gradient 
along the thickness, the imposed hoop stress is distributed among individual lamina such that the creep 
failure time is identical for all lamina.  The damage fraction, determined by dividing the time step by 
the time-to-fail, is accumulated until the sum exceeds one, at which point the lower head is considered 
to have failed by creep.  The model has been validated against the hot leg and lower head failure 
experiments (Lee et al., 2009).  In the AP1000® passive plant test case, the vessel wall creep rupture 
did not occur because the outer surface temperature was maintained near 400 K; the vessel wall, 
although thinned due to extensive melting, was able to support the load.  
 
5. Summary 

 
Models important to the IVR evaluation were implemented in MAAP5.01 and were successfully tested 
for the AP1000® passive plant.  Time-dependent, sequence-specific calculations allow the user to 
evaluate the vessel integrity during the relocation transient as the whole core relocates to lower 
plenum.  The key parameters affecting the IVR success are the metal layer emissivity and thickness of 
the top metal layer, which depends on the amount of steel in the oxidic pool and in the heavy metal 
layer.  With best estimate inputs for debris mixing parameters in a conservative IVR scenario, the 
AP1000® passive plnat results show that the ex-vessel heat flux to CHF ratio reaches about 0.7, which 
occurs before 10,000 seconds, when the decay heat is high.  The AP1000® passive plant results 
demonstrate that MAAP5.01 can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of IVR and to gain insight into 
responses of the lower head during a severe accident.   
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Figure 6  Temperature profile in the corium pool and vessel wall at 30,000 seconds. 
 

 
Figure 7  Corium level/thickness in lower plenum. 

 
Figure 8  Temperature of corium in lower plenum. 

 

 
 

Figure 9  Temperature profile across the thickness of the lower 
head bottom node. 

 
Figure 10  Temperature profile across the thickness of the upper 

lower head node in contact with the light metal layer. 
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Figure 11  Heat balance in the corium pool in lower plenum. 

 
 

Figure 12  Heat flux on the vessel wall in contact with light 
metal layer. 

 
 

Figure 13  Ex-vessel heat flux to CHF ratio. 
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